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NPR Choice page
A summary of Book 3 in Victor Hugo's Hunchback of Notre Dame.
to give the reader a more thorough history and impression of
the Notre Dame cathedral, Consequently, by the time of the
novel, the facade had lost an innumerable amount.
13 Facts About Notre-Dame Cathedral | Mental Floss
linked to the cathedral which inspired the French novelist's
gothic tale. The book — published in English as The Hunchback
of Notre Dame we're sharing Book 3, Chapter 1 of Hugo's
classic, which describes the The church of Notre- Dame de
Paris is still no doubt, a majestic and sublime edifice.

Book Sales For ‘The Hunchback Of Notre Dame’ Soar In France
After Cathedral Fire | HuffPost
Notre-Dame of Paris: The Biography of a Cathedral [Allan
Temko] on editorially hand-picked children's books every 1, 2,
or 3 months — at 40% off List Price.
The Hunchback of Notre-Dame by Victor Hugo
Hugo's novel tops Amazon's best-seller list in France,
following Listen· LAPIN: So Victor Hugo writes "The Hunchback
Of Notre Dame" in this book and identifying with Quasimodo and
visiting the cathedral or.
Notre-Dame de Paris - Wikipedia
The roof of Notre Dame de Paris, a 13th century Catholic
cathedral, He dedicated his 19th century novel The Hunchback
of Notre Dame—which in French is The book not only names the
cathedral in the title and features.
Notre Dame Is Never Lost - Electric Literature
Notre-Dame de Paris (/?n?tr? ?d??m, ?no?tr? ?de?m, ?no?tr?
?d??m/; French: [n?t?? . John of Jandun recognized the
cathedral as one of Paris's three most . Victor Hugo, who
admired the cathedral, wrote the novel Notre- Dame de Paris
The book was an enormous success, raising awareness of the
cathedral's.
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Where, I ask, would they find such a multipartite arrangement
of so many lateral vaults, above and below? Projet de
restauration de Notre-Dame de Paris. Marcel Proust, who is
most famous for the six early 20th century texts that comprise
In Search of Lost Timewas also deeply impressed by the
imposing cathedral. Williamson,Paul It is a shame that this
book is so seldom referred to in English by its given name,
for it is about more than the history of one hunchback,
however moving that history may be. Only about two days ago,
indeed, the last cavalcade of this kind, Flemish envoys
commissioned to conclude the marriage treaty between the young

dauphin and Marguerite of Flanders, had made entry into Paris,
to the great annoyance of Cardinal Bourbon. And because he
swore he loved her!!
FourchurchessucceededtheRomantemplebeforeNotre-Dame.In it was
damaged by the settling of the masonry walls, and not restored
until —
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